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Abstract
For a fixed graph F, a graph G is F-saturated if
there is no copy of F in G, but for any edge e / G,
there is a copy of F in G + e. The rninimum number
of edges in a F-saturated graph of order n will be denoted by sat(n,.tr). A graph G is weakly F-saturated
if there is an ordering of the missing edges of G so that
if they are added one at a time in the given order, each
edge added creates a new copy of ,F'. The minimum
size of a weakly -F-saturated $aph G of order n will
be denoted by wsat(n,F). The graphs of order n tha[
are weakiy F-saturated will be denoted by wSAT(n, F),
and those graphs in wSAT(n, F) with wsat(ri,, F) edges
will be denoted by wSAT(n, F). Some general properties of wsat(n. 17) will be proved, constructions that
place bounds on wsat(n,.F,) will be presented, and the

F) for many families of graphs
will be determined. A graph -F with p vertices and q
edges is self weakly saturated if wsat(p, F) : q - 1. Ex*
amples of and resuits on self weakly saturated graphs
will be presented.
precise value of wsat(rr,

1

INTRODUCTION

Only finite graphs without loops or niultipie edges will be considered. Notation will be standard, and generally foilow the
notation of [CL05]. For a graph G the vertex set I/(G) and the
edge set E(G) will be represented by just G when it is clear from
the context.
For a fixed graph F, a graph G ts F-saturated,if. there is no
copy of F inG, but for any edge e / G, there is a copy of F in
G+e. The collection of F-saturated graphs of order n is denoted
by SAT(n, .P). The saturation nurnber) denoted sat(n, F), is the
minimum number of edges in a graph in SAT(rz, F), and the ertremaL number, er(n, F) is the maximum number of edges in a
graph SAT(n, .F). A graph G is weakly F-saturated if there is
an ordering of the missing edges of G so that if they are added
one at a time, they form a complete graph and each edge added
creates a new copy of F. The minimum size of a weakly Fsaturated graph G of order n will be denoted by wsat(n, F).
The graphs of order n that are rveakly F-saturated will be denoted by wSAT(n, F),and those graphs in wSAT(n, F) with
wsat(n,fl) edges will be denoted by wSAT(n,F). Clearly
wsat(n, F) < sat(n, F) as any F-saturated graph is also weakly
F-saturated.
There are several general results on saturated and weakly
saturated graphs and hypergraphs in print. These include a paper by Kd,szonyi and Tuza [KTS6] on $parse saturated grap]rs
and a paper on saturation numbers for trees bv J. Faudree, R.

Faudree, Gould, and Jacobson [FFGJ09], results by Sidorowicz [S07] and Borowlecki and Sidorowicz [8502] and Faudree,
Gould, and Jacobson [FGJ09] on weakly saturated graphs, and
papers by Erdos, Fiiredi, and 'Iuza ltrFTgl] on saturated runiform hypergraphs, and Pikhurko [P01] on weakly saturated
hypergraphs. A survey of such results can be found in a paper
by J. Faudree, R. Faudree, and Schmitt [FFS11].
The objective of this paper is to determine the exact value
of wsat(n, F) for some families of graphs F. Some new general
bounds on wsat(n, F) for graph will be presented, and also some
general properties of wsat(n, G) and wSAT(n, G) for graphs
will be discussed. The following definition and several results
in the paper are motivated by the observation that some graphs
are essentially weakly saturated with respect to themselves. For
example P7,, a path on k vertices. has the property that for every
e € E(Pk). the graph Pr-e e wSAT(k, P*). O. the other hand,
the graph Kt.*-t-e clearly is not in wSAT(k, Kun-t). Thus, we
say a graph tr with p vertices and q edges ts seLf weakly saturated
if wsat(p, F) : q - 1. Examples of and results on self weakly
saturated graphs will be presented.

2 KI\OWN RESULTS
As previously observed. wsat(n,.F) < sat(n,F), but in fact
they can be equal as is shown in the following result.
Theorem l. lLovTTl For integers n and p, wsat(n, Kr) :
sat(n,

Kr):

(;)

- fi*')

The following natural question was first raised by Tuza iu
Ir8B]

Question 1. [T88] Are the're necessarA ar-rd/or sufficzent
dr,ttons /or wsat(n. F) to equal sat(n, F)?

con-

There are a series of results on the specific value of wsat(n, 7)
by Faudree, Gould, and Jacobson in [FG.]09] for specific families of trees 7, such as for double brooms and caterpiiiars.

Borowiecki and Sidorowicz [8502]) determined the weak saturation number of cycles, provided some general bounds for the
weak saturation number wsat(n, G) for any graph G.
The following general bound on the weak saturation number
comes from results in [S07] and [FGJ09].

Theorem 2. [S07], [FGJ09] Let F be a graph.wi,thp uertices,
q edges, and mi,nimal d,egree 6. Then,

q-1+(d- t)(n-fl l2 ( wsat(n, F) < (ri- t)n+(p-t)(e-26) l2

foranyn>p.
Note that the upper bound in Theorem 2 is a consequence of
the graph obtained from the complete graph Ko_t by adding an
independent set of n- p+ 1 vertices, each with d 1 adjacencies
in the Kp-t. A slightly stronger result can be stated if more is
known about the graph F. For example if wsat(p, F) is known,
then the complete graph Kr-1in Theorem 2 can be replaced bv
any graph in wSAT(p, F). This gives the foliowing result.

Theorem 3. Let
mi,ni,mal degree 5.

F

be a graplr, wi,tlt.

p

uertices,

q

edges, and,

Then,

wsat(n, F) < wsat (p, F) + (d -

t)(" -

p)

foranyn>p.
There are two immediate corollaries of Theorem

Corollary

l.

If F

i,s a graph

then there are numbers
of n such that
(6

-

1)nl2

*

2.

of order p wi,th mi,ni,mal degree d,
anrl c2: cz(F) i,ndependent

cy: q(F)

c1

{

wsat(n, F) < (d - t)n

*

c2

foranyn>p.
The previous theorem applied to trees gives the following:

Corollary 2. For any tree To wi,th p uerti,ces,
p

-

2 <wsat(n, To)

t ('; '),

and each of these bound,s are sharp for some trees.
Each of the bounds in the previous corollary is attained. In
particular, it is known that the lower bound is true for P, and
the upper bound for Ky,o-1.
Before stating the next general result, several deflnitions are
needed.

Definition L. A graph G of order p wi,th q edges es self weakly
saturated i/ wsat(p, C) : q - 1.
Before stating the next deflnitiou, it would be useful to give
an example. Recall that Pa is self weakly saturated. It is not
obvious that it is possible to add edges and to choose a new copy
of Pa such that the same vertex is always the first vertex on the
path. See Figure 1.

i--i--n---i
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Figure 1: Pa is a rooted self weakly saturated graph with vertex
1 as a root.

Deflnition 2. If a self weakly saturated graph G has a aerter u
(called the root) and an orderi,ng of the edges of G such that as
each edge is added, it i.s possi,ble to choose a new copy of G in
whi,ch u i,s always the same uerter, then the graph G i,s a rooted
self weakly saturated graph.

Note that in determining whether a self rveakly saturated
graph is rooted, it may be necessary to be careful in both the
ordering of the edges added and the choice of new copy of G
obtained.
Finally, the following example motivates the last theorem in
It illustrates how rooted self saturated trees can
force low values for wsat(n, F). Consider an arbitrary graph .H
of order / and let T*be an arbitrary rooted self weakly saturated
tree with root u. Let F be the graph obtained by identifyirrg u
and some arbltrary vertex of l/. Thus F has p:l+m-lveltices and let q be the number of edges in F, Then, f.or n ) 2p-m,
the graph G onn vertices consisting ofF-e and n-p> p-m
independent vertices is a minimum weakly F-saturated graph.
That G is weakly F-saturated can be seen by adding all the
edges between vertices of fl, first, then adding the edges among
vertices of T* and the set of inclependeut vertices, and finaliy
adding all remaining edges.

this section.

Theorem 4. Let F be a graptt, of order p with q edges containing
a cut-uerter u such that one of the components of F - u along
wi,th u forms a rooted self saturated tree, T* wi,th root u. Tlten,

forn)2p-m,

wsat(n,

3

F):q*1,

GENERAT UPPER BOUNDS

Recall that Theorem 2 gives general upper and lower bounds for
wsat(n, 17). In this section we will describe families of graphs for
which the upper bound in Theorem 2 is far from sharp. We will
prove an alternate upper bound and we will give examples for
which this alternate upper bound is lower than that in Theorem
2.

Consider the graph I/5 which is obtained from the graph

Ka+r U Ka-u by adding an edge between the two copies of the
complete graph Kd+t. Thus, f/a has Z(a+l) vertices, (d+1)d+i
edges, and the minimum degree is d, It is easily seen that the
graph of order n : (6 + 7)m f.or m > 2 that contains nz dlsioint
copies of K5a1is weakly saturated relative to H5, since arbitrary
edges can be added between the complete subgraphs. Thus,

wsat(n, H5) <

6n,f 2,

which is approximately one-half of the bound of (d - 1)(n 2(d+t))+(d+1)d: (d- \)n- (d+1)(d*1). In this case
the saturation number for I15 is very close to lower bound of
Theorem 2 as opposed to the upper bound.
For some more restricted families of graphs, there are much
better upper bounds. Consider the following upper bound theorem,

Theorem 5. Let
mr,n'imum degree d
di,ui,si,ble by p,

F be a graph wi,th p aertices, q edges, and
: d(F). Let q' : wsat(p, F), Tlten, for n

wsat(n' F) <

\'' n (? -1i\ /d\
p rp |.r/

Proof. Let H e wSAT(p, F) and so .I/ has p vertices and q' )
- 1 edges. Let B be the balanced bipartite Sraph with 2(d - 1)
vertices and bipartite sets Bt : {rr,rr,. . ' , ua-r} and, 82 :
{ur,ur,.'. ,ua_1} such that o, and ui have degrees d - z for
L < i < p - 7. Let G be the graph obtained from m vertex
disjoint copies of H, say H1,H2,... ,H^ by placing a copy of
B between consecutive copies of Ha for 7 < i < rn. Thus, the
vertices 81 of B would b'e in 14 and the vertices of Bz would be
rn Hial for each i. Therefore, F has rnp : n vertices and has
q

3q'+G-1)()edges.

The graph G is F-weakiy saturatecl. This can be seen by
observing that the edges in each ofthe copies of f/ can be added
in an appropriate order to get a compiete graph on p vertices,

since.EI e w.SAT(p, G). Next, the edges from u1 € B2nH2tu H1
can be added forming a complete graph with p* 1 vertices. This

can be repeated for u2,,us,...u5_1, forming a complete graph
with p + d * 1 vertices. The same can be done for the veitices
in ,B1 i Iy'1, and then for the remaining edges between IIr and
H2. At this point, the vertices in H{) H2 form a complete graph
with 2p vertices, This process can be repeated for the remaining
Fl. Thus, G is F-weakly saturated. This completes the proof
of Theorem 5.
I
An immediate corollary of Theorem b is the folrowing when
F is self weakiy saturated.

Corollary 3. Let F

m'in'imum degree d :
for n di.ui,si,ble by p,

wsat(n,

be a graph wi,th p uertices, q ed,ges, and,
d(F) that i,s self ueakly saturated,. Then,

P)<?(q-1)
p"

(f).
+fl-,f
'p '\2)

A critical question is when is the upper bound given by Theorem 5 less than or equal to the bound given by Theorem 2?
That is, when is
wsat(n, G) <

3''

*,; -',(l)

< (d- t)n+(p-

1)(p -26)12?

In the case when n is sufficientlv large, the criticar nurnber is
the coefficient of n, and so the important inequalitv is

2q'+6(6-1) <2(5-t)p.

If G is a seif weakiy saturated

graph in which q is large
relative to d, say q 2 p6, then clearly the bound in Theorem 2 is
less than the bound in Corollary 3. Observe that when G : Kp,
then the bounds given by Theorem 2 and by Corollary B are the
same and both give (p - 2)n - (o;t) as the bound. However, in
cases when the graph is self weakly saturated and nearly regular,
say d(G) : p'pfor some 0 < 0 < 1, then qx 0p212 and so the

bound in Theorem 2 is greater than the bound in Corollary 3,
since (p + fi2)12 < 0. Examples will be given in Section 5 of
graphs in which Corollary 3 gives a better bound.

4

SELF WEAKLY SATURATED GRAPHS

In this section examples will be given of graphs that are self
weakiy saturated, and graphical constructions will be described
that will generate self weakly saturated graphs. There are graphs
of every possible density that are self weakly saturated. We will
start with very dense graphs.

Example 1: Dense Graphs For any p ) 3 and ,k ( p, the
graph K, - F^ where F6 is a forest with k vertices is self weakly
saturated, One can start with the graph Gp,r* obtained from
Ko * F,, by removing any edge e e Ko - Fr. The edges can be
added starting with e and then arbitrarily adding an endedge of
the remaining subforest of F. In each case there wili be a copy
Ko - .F using the added edge.
Furthermore, it is easy to see that K, - Fr is a rooted
self weakly saturated graph by choosing an endvertex u of the
deleted forest F as the root and adding the edges of Fi, such
that edges farthest from u are addecl first.
of.

Example

2: Nearly Regular Graphs Let Cfi denote the

graph obtained from a cycle C* by adding a 2-chord to C*.
The graph Ci is self weakly saturated. I'or m : 4 the result
is obvious. Assume that m ) 5. Let C*: (rr,rr,"' ,r*,frt).
Observe that each of tlie 2 chords rrr*z of the cycle C* can be
added, which results in the graph Ck. It the chord rfiais added
to the graph, the the cycle C' : (rr, frz,t4,fr3,tb,"' ,ro,,frt)
is a cycle of length rn with the 2-chord rpa. Thus, all of the
3-chords can be added to the cycle. Now, if the chord rrrs
is added, the cycle C" : (rr,*r,rs,r2,14,fr6,"' ,tm,r1) is a
cycle of lengtn'rn with the 2-chord r1r5. This can be continued

to add all chords of all lengths until the graph is complete. Thus,
wsat(rn, Ch) : m and so C| is a self weakly saturated gr:*ph
of minimum degree 2. This argument can be repeated fqr the
graph Cff, which denotes the kth power Cfi of the cycle C'* with
a k + 1 chord added. Thus, wsat(zn, CY) : km and so Cff is
a self weakly saturated graph as rvell with minimurr degree 2k.
The previous examples all deal with graphs of even minimum
degree 2k far k > l. There is a series for odci degrees as weli.
In place of Cfi start with the graph Wk: Kt * Ck_t, which is
a wheel with a cycle of order m - 1 with one two chord. In the
same way W# : h * Cfi-t can be clefined, ancl it will have
the same properties as Cff except it wili have minimum degree
2k + l, which is odd.

Example 3: Vertex Symmetric Graphs A graph H is uerter
symmetric, if for any pair of vertices zr and u tn H, there is an
automorphism 6 of G such Lhat 0(u) : u. Thus, any vertex
symmetric graph will be a regular, The complete,graphs K,
and the cycles Cn are examples of vertex symmetric graphs. Let
f/a be a vertex symmetric graph with each vertex of degree d,
and 1et Ga by the graph obtained from /{5 U F/a by adding one
edges between the two copies of Hd. *'hich,r,e will denote bV Hi

and H'!. To see that G5 is self weakly saturated, observe that
each of the edges between the two copies of. Hs can be added
in an arbitrary order, resulting in a graph Gj with a complete
bipartite graph between IIj and I{fl. Consider an arbitrary edge

u'u' e H|. Let u" be the vertex in H'! that corresponds to
u' e H'u. Interchanging the roies of ut and u/' results in two
vertex disjoint copies of graphs isomorphic to Ila inn Gi. Thus,
adding the edge u'u' w111. resuit in a new copy of G5. Hence, all
of the remaining edges of both H'u and H'l can be added. Note
that if G5 has order n then wsat(n,G) : 5'212.

Example 4: Small Order Graphs In [FGJ09] the weak saturation number for ail connected graphs of order at most 5 were

l0

determined rvith one exception, the graph Kb 2K2. The following result gives that missing rveak saturation number.

Theorem 6. For n

)

5

wsat(n, Ks

-

2K2)

:2n -

3.

Proof. Let G e wS:\T(n, Ks - 2k2). Theorcm 2 implies G has
at most 2n * 3 edges. Let ey be tlre flrst erdge added to G get to
get a copy of Ks - 2Kz. Now all edges in this copy of K5 2K2
can be added forming a K5 which we will call H. If there is a
vertex of u e G - H with ds(u) ) 2, then each edge between
u and .Ff gives a new copy of Kb - 2Kz and now we have a
K6. This can be continued until a complete graph H1 oL nly
vertices is reached and there is no vertex external to rrr with
2 adjacencies to y'{1. Observe that (V(H1))6 must have had at
least 7 * 2(m1- 5) : 2mt - 3 edges. If m1 : n, the proof is
complete. If not, then somewhere an edge can be aclded to form
a copy of K5 - 2Kz. A straightforward case analysis reveals
that there can be a most one vertex common lo Ht and the
iatest copy of K5 - 2Kz. Just as in the case of //1 before, edges
can be added such that this latest copy of Ks ZKz expands
to a compiete graph 1{2 with m2 vertices and at least 2m2 - 3
edges. Since G is weakly saturated and therefore connected,
without loss of generality r&'e can assume that I11 and H2 have a
common vertex. Also, since G is neakly saturated, there must
have been at least one edge of G betq,een H1 and H2. Therefore,
the graph (V (HrU Hr)) c has m3 : Tr\ * rnz - 7 vertices and at
least (2rn1 -3)+ (Zmr- 3)+ 1 :2(mt*mz- 1)
-B :2mz-3
edges. Thus, by induction, G has at least 2n * Z edges. This
completes the proof of Theorem 6
tr
It is easy to verify that ali trees of order at most b are self
weakly saturated except for stars of order 4 and 5. Also, 23
of the 30 connected graphs of order at most 5 are self weakly
saturated and 100 of the 142 connected graphs of order at most
6 are self weaklv saturated.
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It

was proved

To€%,

in [FGJ09] that for the class of labeied trees

limn-,oP(wsat(n, Tr) :1t

*

2) -+ l.

That is, almost all labeled trees have weak saturation number
the smallest possible number, which is their order minus 2, This
opens the following natural question:
Question 2. Wat proportion of trees are self weakly saturated?
As the order of the trees becomes large, does the proporti,on o.f
seLf weakLy saturated trees approach 1?

5

CONSTRUCTIOI\S. WEAKLY
SATURATED GRAP}IS

Given two vertex disjoint rooted self weakly saturated graphs
G1 and G2 with roots u1 and u2 respectively, consider the graph
G obtained by adding an edge between u1 and u2. The graph
G is also self weakly saturated. To see this observe that each
of the graphs G1 and G2 cat expanded into complete graphs
with r.r1 and u2 playing the same role in G1 and G2 respectively.
Then edges can be added from any vertex in G1 to any vertex
in Gz giving a copy of G, so edges can be added to G until it
forms a complete graph. If, in addition, each of G1 and Gz had
k vertices that act as roots in the self weakly saturated graphs,
then a matching with k edges can be added between Gy and G2
to get a self weakly saturated graph,
Slnce a path P7. is a rooted self weakly saturated graph with
the root as the first vertex on the patli. the graph forured frout a
rooted self weakly saturated graph G1 with root u1 by identifying
the roots of & and G1 gives a self weakly saturated graph.
One particular case of this construction is to consider the
graph K* : T" of a complete graph on m vertices missing the
edges of a rooted tree 7, v.,ith 1 < s < m vertices, say with
root u. Then the graph obtained from K- - 7, bV identifying u
1.)

a

with the first vertex on a patlr with p - m edges results in graph
G(m,s,p), which is a self weakiy saturated with p vertices and

(9 - t+71-p-m : p+(m-s)12-s*1 edges, As s ranges over
the possibilities form 7 to m - 1, this gives a series of nz - 1 self

weakly saturated graphs with p vertices and number of edges
ranging from p + 2 + m(m - 5)12 to p * m(m - 3)12. Thus,
as rn ranges over the possibilities from 2 to p, this will generate
self weakly saturated graphs with p vertices and the number of
edges ranging from p - I to (i), ttris can be summarized in the
following theorem.

Theorem 7. For any giuen pai,r of positi,ue i,ntegers p and q wi,th
p - L 1 q I (l), tnere is a self weakly saturated, graplt, wi,th p
uerti,ces and q edges.
For p ) 4. consider the graph G : Kp - Pp-t, which is a
weakly saturated graph. Since d(K, - Pr-) - p * 3, Theorem
2 impties wsat(n, Ko- Pp-t) S (p - 4(" - p) + (r) - (p - 1) :
(p-Dn-(p'-Sp-Z)12. On the other hand, Corollary 3 implies
wsat(n, Ko - Pe-t) A
+ (; - t)(e,') : (p - 5)n+Tnlp *

;(';')

Similar results hold ln the case of. G : Ke - Te-t if
d(Tr-r) is small in comparison to p. This is another example of
Theorem 5 giving a sharper bound than Theorem 2.
Consider the graph Ct', which is the k'h power of. a cycle C*
with a k+1 chord added. Thus. Cff has rn vertices, km*L edges,
and d(Cff) : 2k. Hence. Theorem 2 implies wsat(n, CX) <

(';').

(2k-t)(n-m)+km: (Zk-t)m-(k-

1)nz. On the other hand,

Corollary 3 implies that wsat(n,CX) < h(k-)+(#-L)(':) :
(k + (2k2 - k)lm)n - (:). Corresponding results are true for
Wff. More specifically wsat(n, W#) < h&+1)(^-t)+(h1)('r;') : (k+r+(2k2 -llm)n-(*;'), Thus, for k bounded
as a function of m and for n sufficiently large, this bourrct is
approximately half of the upper bound given by Theorem 2 and
close to the lower bound. This validates the foliowing theorem.
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Theorem 8,
wittr, d

:

d(G)

Gi,uen anA € > 0, there i,s a graph G of order m
2 3 such that

wsat(n, G) < (d + e)n12.
The examples using Cff and Wff naruows the gap between
the lower bound proved in [FGJ09] and stated below and previous examples approaching this lower bound.

Theorem 9. [FGJ09] tt

e

is a graph wi.tlt p uertices and mi,n-

i,mal degree 6, then,

5rr, : n- : ( wsat(n,F) (,) * 1)n+(p-:'
t)(p<
'2 - d
+1-

for any n suffici,ently

25)12

large.

6 WEAKLY SATURATED IRREGULARITIES
The extremal function er(n. F) has some natural and very useful
hereditary properties. For example, each of the following three
properties hold.
(1) If F1 is a subgraph of Fz. then en(n,Fy) { er(n,Fz).
Q) ff n and 7z are t$,o families of graphs with "Fr C Fz,
then er(n,7r) Z er(n,72).
(3) For any graph F , er(n, F) < er(n + 1, F), and the same
is true for any family -F of graphs.
Unfortunately, none of the properties hold for the weak saturation number. This lack of hereditary properties is also true
for the saturation number and was observed by K'aszonyi and
Tuza in [KTB6]. The following examples demonstrate that these
properties do not hold for weak saturation as well.
(1) Let G, be the graph of order p + 1 obtained from Krby
adding a pendant edge. Then. it is easily seen that wsat(n, G) :
(!) for all n ) p* 1, but wsat(n. K) : (o;') +(p-z)(n-p+2)

l4

n ) p. In fact, in general, if // is a graph with d(I/) : d,
and H' is the graph obtained from .[/ by adding a vertex u with

f"or

d(u)

<

(5

-l)12, then Theorem 2 implies that wsat(n, H') <

wsat(n,I/) for n sufficiently

large.

(2) For p )_ 4, iet ^9, be the star with p vertices and let S|
be the graph obtained from So by adding one edge between two
vertices of degree 1. Then, wsat(n, S;) : p-1, since the graph
S, along wilhn-p isoiated vertices is a weakly saturated graph.
However, wsat(n, {Se,,9;}) : (';t), which is the saturation
number for Sr.
(3) Consider the graph f11 in Figure2. It is easily shown that
wsat(6, Ht) : 7. This follows from the fact that no edge can
be added to i/1 to get another copy of ff1, and that the graph
formed from a Ks by attaching one edge attached along with
an isolated vertex is weakly saturated. Aiso, wsat (7, H) : 6,
since the graph (H, - e) tl Kl is weakly saturated for any edge
of H1. This irregularity also holds for disjoint copies of graphs.
For example it is straightforward, but tedious, to show that
wsat(6, zKz) : 10, while wsat(7, 2KB) : wsat(8,2K3) : g.
The graphs Hz, He, and //4 in Figure 2 are graphs in wSAT (6,2K3),
wSAT(7, 2 K s), wSAT(8, 2K3) respectively,

r

"-A=&

Hz

, A-/..

Hs

Ha

Figure 2: Graphs Ht, Hz, Hs and Ha
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QUtrSTIONS

A most important graphical parameter relative to the weak saturation number of a graph G is the minimum degree of G.

15

Question 3, Is there a finite set of graphi,cal parameters that
wi,ll determine the weak saturati,on rutmber of a graph?

Question 4. Is there a uniuersal lower bound, for the weak saturation number in terms of the mint,mum degree of a graph?
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